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THE POWER OF LENSS
Perceptive Intelligence with its Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution (LENSS) is
truly a one of a kind and never been achieved before with this unique platform.
Communications in the form of data sharing across agencies, borders and globally, ensuring
officer safety and closing cases far quicker by this exceptional and sole solution.
Now, with LENSS, law enforcement officers receive more than just DMV/NCIC returned
information, they see data from every officer that has touched a vehicle, person, call for service
or event on one screen. In turn, those officers who reported are being contacted
instantaneously by email and SMS text message, which puts them in direct communications on
the subject matter at hand.
To add to the global communications first, the LENSS Currency Tracking Platform which is
also readily available as a global solution.
Stop photocopying your ‘Drug Buy Funds’ and then scrambling to check if retrieved currency
matches when spending hours attempting to cross-reference currency.
We have our true game changer technology and a ‘real-time database’ at hand. Feed the
currency you either seized as an asset forfeiture or from a suspect and count/record through the
LENSS Currency Counter, which automatically counts the money, records the serial numbers,
takes pictures of the front and back of the notes in seconds. It is then placed in the digital cloud
with access by administratively approved individuals, which includes street officers. The
currency is then placed in evidence with a solid print-out, which can be rechecked by a
supervisor in seconds, as there is no hand recount necessary. Add your case notes, contact
information, both mobile-phone and email.
Now go make that undercover drug buy.
When any street officer stops someone with suspect currency, he or she can check directly
through their laptop or Smartphone with the LENSS Currency Tracking Solution, if there is a
hit, the original officer is contacted automatically/ instantaneously via email and SMS text. Now
you solve the case and have connected through being a ‘force multiplier’, expanding your
footprint to close down currency traffickers.
I hope this reminder of what Perceptive Intelligence helps, if you have any questions of how
we can both be working together, please contact us.
More information: https://phy.net/ui7iaq0S
Address further questions to us: Email: ashton@perceptiveintelligence.com
Telephone: US: (318) 995-1821 - (515) 300-6130 or London: 0207 1019247

LENSS is the Change…
WE ARE IN THE NOW & KEEP YOU; IN THE KNOW…
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